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Pine (sized in patches, with low slope (around 5-10%). <5% vegetative cover with some ground cover, Cyprus saprolite. (minor magheamite pisoliths. Little vegetation with around 10% cover consisting of Cyprus Pine (Aed: Red-brown silts and sands on a low relief depression. Vegetative cover often dense up to 80%, channels up to 2 m wide and 0.5 m deep incising into the plain. Very sparse with <5% cover consisting of Cyprus Pine (Aap3: Red-brown sands with minor lithic fragments up to small pebble size on large plains. Vegetation is very sparse with <5% cover consisting of Cyprus Pine (Aap1: Red-brown silts with minor sands on a low relief plain. Minor angular to sub-spherical lithic lag and angular quartzose fragments up to pebble size, minor maghemite pisoliths. Numerous litter dams. Aap2: Red-brown sands and silts with minor quartzose and lithic lag up to large pebble size on a low relief plain. Dense up to 80% vegetative cover dominated by Cyprus Pine (Aap2: Red-brown sands with minor lithic fragments up to small pebble size on large plains. Vegetation is very sparse with <5% cover consisting of Cyprus Pine (CHep1: Ferruginous angular lithic lag with low sphericity up to cobble size, with red-brown silty sands, Warrior Bush (plain on top and minor exposed moderately weathered saprolite. The vegetation is sparse and consists of a range of species including Cyprus Pine (CHep2: Red-brown silts and sands on a low relief depression. Vegetative cover often dense up to 80%, channels up to 2 m wide and 0.5 m deep incising into the plain. Very sparse with <5% cover consisting of Cyprus Pine (CHep3: Red-brown sands with minor lithic fragments up to small pebble size on large plains. Vegetation is very sparse with <5% cover consisting of Cyprus Pine (Cel: Angular lithic material up to large cobble in size with minor red-brown sands on a low hill with slopes up to 40% and local relief of over 30 m. Minor exposed subcropping slightly to moderately weathered saprolith. The vegetation consists of Cyprus Pine (Ael: Rounded lithics up to boulder sized with minor red-brown sands. Up to 40% vegetative cover consisting of a range of species including Cyprus Pine (SSel: Angular quartzose fragments up to pebble size, minor maghemite pisoliths. Numerous litter dams.
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Pine (sized in patches, with low slope (around 5-10%). <5% vegetative cover with some ground cover, Cyprus saprolite. (minor magheamite pisoliths. Little vegetation with around 10% cover consisting of Cyprus Pine (Aed: Red-brown silts and sands on a low relief depression. Vegetative cover often dense up to 80%, channels up to 2 m wide and 0.5 m deep incising into the plain. Very sparse with <5% cover consisting of Cyprus Pine (Aap3: Red-brown sands with minor lithic fragments up to small pebble size on large plains. Vegetation is very sparse with <5% cover consisting of Cyprus Pine (Aap1: Red-brown silts with minor sands on a low relief plain. Minor angular to sub-spherical lithic lag and angular quartzose fragments up to pebble size, minor maghemite pisoliths. Numerous litter dams. Aap2: Red-brown sands and silts with minor quartzose and lithic lag up to large pebble size on a low relief plain. Dense up to 80% vegetative cover dominated by Cyprus Pine (Aap2: Red-brown sands with minor lithic fragments up to small pebble size on large plains. Vegetation is very sparse with <5% cover consisting of Cyprus Pine (CHep1: Ferruginous angular lithic lag with low sphericity up to cobble size, with red-brown silty sands, Warrior Bush (plain on top and minor exposed moderately weathered saprolite. The vegetation is sparse and consists of a range of species including Cyprus Pine (CHep2: Red-brown silts and sands on a low relief depression. Vegetative cover often dense up to 80%, channels up to 2 m wide and 0.5 m deep incising into the plain. Very sparse with <5% cover consisting of Cyprus Pine (CHep3: Red-brown sands with minor lithic fragments up to small pebble size on large plains. Vegetation is very sparse with <5% cover consisting of Cyprus Pine (Cel: Angular lithic material up to large cobble in size with minor red-brown sands on a low hill with slopes up to 40% and local relief of over 30 m. Minor exposed subcropping slightly to moderately weathered saprolith. The vegetation consists of Cyprus Pine (Ael: Rounded lithics up to boulder sized with minor red-brown sands. Up to 40% vegetative cover consisting of a range of species including Cyprus Pine (SSel: Angular quartzose fragments up to pebble size, minor maghemite pisoliths. Numerous litter dams.
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